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FAI Sporting Code – Section 5

Current rule:

4.5.2 Meet Director

The MD (named Event Director in the General Section) is appointed by the organising NAC and must have the ability to communicate in English, either directly or by using an interpreter.

Suggested change:

4.5.2 Meet Director

The MD (named Event Director in the General Section) is appointed by the organising NAC and must have the ability to communicate in English, either directly or by using an interpreter. For First Category Event must be approved by the IPC Bureau.

Reason:
First Category events need to be organized in full co-operation between FAI, IPC and the organizing NAC.

With future competitions and dropzones and indoor tunnels bidding for First Category Events - the person appointed as Meet Director, might not have the experience to manage the FAI competition, as could be person from the organizing drop zone or indoor tunnel. Meet Director position is crucial to the competition running in accordance with the rules and in line with FAI requirements for First Category Event.